Suggestions for 12 year olds

My Name is Victoria Lucy Worsley
Miss V. Conroy is good at keeping secrets sitting as
quiet as a mouse. But when she becomes the
companion to Princess Victoria, Miss V soon finds
that she can no longer remain in the shadows....

Just Call Me Spaghetti-Hoop Boy Lara
Williamson
Adam has always known that he was adopted and it
never seemed to matter. But when he overhears his
mum talking about a secret he jumps to the wrong
conclusion and begins to feel left out.

Fish Boy Chloe Daykin
Billy loves the sea and swims as a way of escaping the
difficulties of his unwell mother. But his love of the
sea also makes him the butt of jokes.

Women in Science Rachel Ignotofsky
An inspiring introduction to 50 pioneering women
scientists.

The Seeing Stone Kevin CrossleyHolland
The story of young page Arthur de Caldicott in his
father's manor house, with its domestic and family
dramas, have parallels with stories of the legendary
King Arthur.

Time After Time Judi Curtin
Best friends Molly and Beth are awkwardly trying to
adjust to their new shared life (their respective mum
and dad have moved in together) when something
very strange happens and they find themselves
transported back in time to 1984.

The Fearless Travellers' Guide to Wicked
Places Pete Begler
Nell has a gift, when she looks at people, she can see
things that others can’t. When her mother is taken,
Nell with her little brothers set out to save not her,
but all the other mothers spirited away.

We're All Wonders R. J. Palacio
Auggie and his dog Daisy on an original adventure
richly illustrated, to show readers what it's like to
live in Auggie's world.

An Eagle in the Snow Michael Morpurgo
Barney is on the way to Cornwall with his mum,
when the train is attacked by a Messerschmitt
forcing it to hide in a tunnel. To distract him, the
other passenger in the carriage tells him about Billy
Byron, the most decorated private soldier in the
First World War.

Starring Meg Natasha Mac a'Bhaird
With a passion for performing Meg and friends
decide to stage a version of Cinderella, they’ve
written themselves in a modern setting and twist.

See You in the Cosmos Jack Cheng
Space-obsessive Alex is an unusual 11-year-old,
caring single-handedly for his depressed mother and
his puppy Carl Sagan (Alex’s hero). A life he records
on an iPod, which he plans to send into space to give
aliens a detailed idea of life on Earth.

An Eagle in the Snow Michael Morpurgo
Barney is on the way to Cornwall with his mum,
when the train is attacked by a Messerschmitt
forcing it to hide in a tunnel. To distract him, the
other passenger in the carriage tells him about Billy
Byron, the most decorated private soldier in the
First World War.

Voyage to Magical North Claire Fayers
Brine, foundling and servant, and Peter, apprentice
magician, both have reasons for running away from
what’s called home. They’ve not got far before they
run into the Onion captained by legendary pirate
Cassie O’Pia.

Car-Jacked Ali Sparkes
Jack is on holiday when their car is stolen, with him
still in it. Life on the run brings him some longed-for
freedom and an unusual friendship that culminates in
Jack helping Ross win a desperately needed £5,000.

Reaching the Stars: Poems About
Extraordinary Women and Girls
Liz Brownlee, Jan Dean, Michaela Morgan
The poem styles are as varied as the book’s subjects,
and there are poems to make you laugh, to make
you angry, to make you think.

Jacky Ha-Ha James Patterson
Jacky is an expert a cracking jokes. It gets her
attention (important when you’re one of seven
sisters) and keeps the other kids laughing with her,
not at her (Jacky stammers). It also gets her into a
lot of trouble at school.

A World of Information Richard Platt
A visually stunning miscellany from the effortlessly
stylish print-maker James Brown is a collection of
incredible facts and figures.

The 78-Storey Treehouse Andy Griffiths
Andy and Terry have added 13 new levels including a
drive-thru car wash, a combining machine, a
scribbletorium, an ALL-BALL sports stadium,
Andyland, Terrytown, a high-security potato chip
storage facility and an open-air movie theatre.

Who Let the Gods Out? Maz Evans
Poor Elliot. His mum is poorly, they have serious
money problems, a devilishly devious interfering
neighbour and school is quite simply a complete
nightmare! So the last thing Elliot needs is for a
conceited constellation to crash land smack, bang in
the middle of his cow shed.

Rent a Bridesmaid Jacqueline Wilson & Nick
Sharratt
Tilly decides to make her own dream come true, and
puts a notice in the local shop, advertising her
services as a bridesmaid. And to her amazement, she
gets a reply..

The Carpet People Terry Pratchett
In the beginning, there was nothing but endless
flatness. Then came the Carpet...That's the old story
everyone knows and loves. But now the Carpet is
home to many different tribes and peoples and
there's a new story in the making.

100 Hugs Chris Riddell
A gorgeous collection of hugs from Children's
Laureate.

Ground Control to Major Tim Clive
Gifford
During his time on board the ISS, Tim Peake carried
out experiments, performed a crucial spacewalk and
took some awesome photographs. He also found
time to run a marathon, present an award to Adele
and read a bedtime story to children listening 400km
below him on Earth.

Do you need more ideas?
Mrs Clarke can suggest others.
Buying suggestions also welcome.

who take him to an extraordinary secret laboratory
full of amazing mechanical creatures.

Easter suggestions for 13 year olds

The Charmed Children of Rookskill Castle
Janet Fox
12-year-old Kat likes to have a logical explanation for
everything. But even she can't make sense of the
strange goings-on at Rookskill Castle, the drafty old
Scottish castle- turned-school where she and her
siblings have been sent to escape the London Blitz.

Little Bits of Sky S. E. Durrant
Ira and her little brother Zac live in Skilly House.
There are things they like about it including the staff.
They love the garden, with its huge tree. Carved into
the trunk is a name, Glenda Hyacinth, 1947.

Titanic Stephen Davies
The story of a young boy aboard the fateful Titanic.

Cream Buns and Crime Robin Stevens
Other mysteries from Hazel's casebook, from the
macabre Case of the Deepdean Vampire, to the
baffling Case of the Blue Violet, and their very first
case of all: the Case of Lavinia's Missing Tie.

Beetle Queen M.G. Leonard
Lucretia Cutter is back, and she’s up to no good
again. Ranged against her are our hero Darkus and
his friends Virginia and Bertolt, together with their
special allies – bugs, beetles and assorted insects.

Good Dog McTavish Meg Rosoff
When Mum Peachey in quiet protest withdraws
from family life chaos ensues: there’s no-one to pick
up the washing, cook the dinners, or make sure
everyone gets to school on time. From his dog
basket in the corner new arrival McTavish observes
all and, without ever doing anything a dog wouldn’t
do, successfully trains his new family to behave
properly.

Artie Conan Doyle and the Gravediggers'
Club Robert J. Harris
Artie and his reluctant partner-in-crime-solving Ham
encounter ghostly presences, a terrifying hound and
the mysterious and decidedly sinister Graveyard

Club.
William Wenton and the Luridium
Thief Bobbie Peers
William can crack any code, solve any puzzle, as his
grandfather could, until he had disappeared. When
attacked he’s rescued by his grandfather’s friends

J.K. Rowling's Wizarding World: Movie
Magic Curious Creatures Ramin Zahed
Featuring detailed creature profiles, stunning
artwork and captivating insights from the making of
Fantastic Beasts.

Dragon's Green Scarlett Thomas
Effie promises to look after her grandfather magical
books when he is attacked. But then shady bookcollector Leonard Levar gets his hands on them and
Effie has to embark on the most dangerous
adventure of her life.

New and Collected Poems for Children
Carol Ann Duffy
Duffy’s poems encompass everything from ‘The
Good Child’s Guide to Rock’n’ Roll.

The Mummy's Revenge Andrew Beasley
Meet Billy Flint and Charley Steel, detectives with
S.C.R.E.A.M.: the Supernatural Crimes, Rescues,
Emergencies and Mystery squad. An ancient Egyptian
mummy is terrorising the Scottish gentry and it's
Billy and Charley's job to stop it.

A Dog's Purpose - Bailey's Story W. Bruce
Cameron
Bailey quickly figures out his purpose: to play with
eight-year-old Ethan.

The Forever Court Dave Rudden
Denizen Hardwick has to battle monsters in quiet
Dublin bookshops and constantly struggle to contain
the new powers he has been given by Mercy, the
daughter of the Endless King.

Spirit of the Jungle Bear Grylls
After being washed away down the river during a
flash flood, Mak wakes up alone in the Indian jungle
every step he takes might be his last.

Middle School: Dog's Best Friend James
Patterson
Rafe spots his grandmother at the local soup kitchen
so he concocts a dog-walking business that soon
turns into a huge neighbourhood empire.

The Liar's Handbook Keren David
River begins the Handbook for his stories about the
dad he’s never known and to record an investigation
into his mum’s ‘too good to be true’ boyfriend.

Mind the Gap Phil Earle
Mikey's dad is dead and he says the worst is that he
can't even remember his dad's voice any more.
Eventually Mikey's best mate sets out to give Mikey
back his memories and of his dad's voice.

The Misadventures of Max Crumbly Locker
Hero Rachel Renee Russell
Max is about to face the scariest place - South Ridge
Middle School! Until now he has been homeschooled. If only Max could be like the hero in all the
comics he likes to read or draws.

Ink Alice Broadway
When Leora's father dies, she is wants to see him
remembered, all his tattoos removed and made into
a Skin Book. When she discovers that his ink has
been edited and his book is incomplete, she wonders
whether she ever knew him at all.

The Dragon with a Chocolate Heart
Stephanie Burgis
Aventine is not a dragon to be messed with. Wellknown as the fiercest of all the dragons in the
mountains, she can scare anyone. But, what happens
when she drinks enchanted hot chocolate? Will her
powers enable her to resist the spell?

A Girl Called Owl Amy Wilson
Owl always wanted to know who her father is. The
strange truth is her father is Jack Frostand Owl, half
fay, shares some of his powers and trickster ways.

Until We Win Linda Newbery
When Lizzy Frost becomes involved with the
fledgling Suffragette movement, it expands her
horizons. From time spent in prison for the cause, to
new relationships with fellow campaigners.

Born to Dance Jean Ure
When new girl Caitlyn arrives Maddy is sure she
must be a fellow dancer. Caitlyn denies it, but when
she finds Caitlyn practising ballet in the gym that she
realises there must be more to her story.

The Pavee and the Buffer Girl Siobhan
Dowd
The story of Jim, a young Traveller boy, his
experiences at the Buffer school (Buffer is what
Travellers call non-Travellers) and his developing
friendship with a girl called Kit.

Do you need more ideas?
Mrs Clarke can suggest others.
Buying suggestions also welcome.

Easter suggestions for 14 year olds

The Ravenmaster's Boy Mary Hoffman
Three young people witness the fall and execution of
Anne Boleyn in this gripping historical adventure.
Chief amongst them is Kit Wagstaffe, adopted son of
the Ravenmaster at the Tower of London.

The Girl of Ink & Stars Kiran Millwood
Hargrave
Isabella loves the myths and legends of her island
home. When the governors daughter, her best
friend, Lupe, goes missing, Isabella will do anything,
even venture into the Island’s forgotten territories.

The Private Blog of Joe Cowley: Straight
Outta Nerdsville Ben Davis
Joe and his friends have moved to the big city and
are about to take the music industry by storm.

Rebel Heart Moira Young
Saba has rescued her kidnapped brother and
defeated the fanatical Tonton. But the price to be
paid for her violent victory is terrible. Jack has
disappeared - and can no longer be trusted.

The Nest Kenneth Oppel
After being stung by a wasp, Stephen begins to have
dreams of some sort of angel. She offers to help his
baby brother get better... At first, Stephen does not
take the dreams seriously, they're just dreams, right?

Black Cairn Point Claire McFall
Heather agrees to a group camping holiday with
Dougie and his friends because she's desperate to
get closer to him. But when the two of them disturb
a pagan burial site above the beach, she becomes
certain that they have woken a malevolent spirit.

Becoming Betty Eleanor Wood
Lizzie’s life is one big to-do list: 1. Start college 2.
Become cool 3. Decide what to do with her life..
So when she meets Viv, the crazy, beautiful lead
singer in a band, she thinks she's on her way to
achieving number two.

Straight Outta Crongton Alex Wheatle
Another story from the South Crong council estate
where life's a constant hustle for Mo. Thank god her
sistrens, Elaine and Naomi.

Stargazing for Beginners Jenny
McLachlan
Science geek Meg is left to look after her little sister
for ten days. All while Meg is preparing for a
competition to get the chance to visit NASA.

The Stars at Oktober Bend Glenda
Millard
When Manny first sees Alice, she is sitting on the
rusty roof of her river house, looking like a carving
on an old-fashioned ship, sailing through the stars.

American Monsters Derek Landy
Amber closes in on her murderous parents as they
make one last desperate play for power.
The Smell of Other People's Houses
Bonnie-Sue Hitchcock
Ruth wants to be remembered by her grieving
mother. Dora wishes she was invisible to her abusive
father. Alyce is staying at home to please her
parents. Hank is running away for the sake of his
brothers. Four very different lives are about to
become entangled.

The Reluctant Journal of Henry K. Larsen
13-year-old wrestling fanatic Henry, has been asked
by his therapist to keep a diary so he can express his
feelings about what happened.

Forever Geek Holly Smale
Now 16 Harriet the model, geek and complete
control freak is embarking on a trip of a lifetime to
Australia with best friend Nat (“Sartorial Genius,
Temper-Loser, Truth-Sayer”) and her glorious
grandmother Bunty.

How Not to Disappear Clare Furniss
Hattie’s life changes when she and her great aunt,
Gloria, a former actress in the early stages of
dementia, embark on an emotional road-trip,
retracing significant paths from Gloria’s past.

Anna and the Swallow Man Gavriel Savit
Krakow, 1939, and Anna is just 7 years old when the
Germans take her father and suddenly, she's alone.
When a man summons a bright, beautiful swallow
down to his hand to stop her from crying, Anna is
entranced.

Every Hidden Thing Kenneth Oppel
Samuel and his father are on a fossil hunting
expedition hoping to find the first T Rex. Rachel is
also searching. The Rex could be her ticket to
science and adventure.

Railhead Philip Reeve
Zen a petty thief is offered the chance of a brand
new life in return for carrying out one small job. He
accepts, and is immediately caught up in a war that
could destroy his entire world.

Liccle Bit Alex Wheatle
Lemar is the second shortest guy in his year.
Everyone calls him Liccle Bit, and his two best
friends, McKay and Jonah, never tire of telling him he
has no chance with girls.

Salt to the Sea Ruta Sepetys
Early in 1945 a group of people trek across
Germany, bound together by their desperation to
reach the ship that can take them away from the
war-ravaged land.

Help: My Cat's a Vlogging Superstar! Rae
Earl
Millie is accidentally catapulted into stardom when
her vlog about the things that matter most to girls
like her (family, boys, make-up, cats) takes off.

Following Ophelia Sophia Bennett
Mary leads a Cinderella life: by day she’s blacking
grates as the most junior household servant, but in
secret she’s also sitting for a handsome, talented
young artist.

The State of Grace Rachael Lucas
Grace is bright and witty, but her Asperger’s often
makes her feels as if she speaks “human as a second
language”, apart from when horse riding and
“everything melts away”.

Orbiting Jupiter Gary D. Schmidt
Jack, and his family is caring for fourteen-year-old
Joseph. The rumours say tried to kill a teacher.
What's more, Joseph has a daughter he's never seen.

Zom-b Clans Darren Shan
B’s fellow Angel, Vinyl, is being held hostage by the
sinister Owl Man who will only release him in
exchange for B’s own dangerous captive.

The Gender War Bella Forrest
The Gender War continues Viggo and Violet are
slowly unravelling Queen Elena's grand scheme.

Do you need more ideas?
Mrs Clarke can suggest others.
Buying suggestions always welcome.

Suggestions for 15 year olds

Naondel Maria Turtschaninoff
In the opulent palace of Ohaddin, women have one
purpose - to obey. Some were brought here as girls,
captured and enslaved; some as servants; some as
wives. The Master wields a deadly and secret power.
But the women have powers too.

Letters to the Lost Brigid Kemmerer
In his community service at the cemetery Declan
reads a letters by Juliet to her mother at her grave.
He can't resist writing back.

Beyond the Wall Tanya Landman
Slave girl Cassia escapes her master and sets out on
a perilous journey north to Hadrian's Wall, and the
freedom that lies beyond.

Here be Witches Sarah Mussi
All Ellie Morgan wants is to be with her one true
love, Henry. But she's caught in the middle of a
battle as old as Snowdon itself.

Saint Death Marcus Sedgwick
20 metres outside the Mexican city of Juarez lies a
fence, and beyond it, America - the dangerous goal
of many. Faustino is one such, trying to escape from
the gang he's been working for.

Goodbye Days Jeff Zentner
Carver never thought a text would cause a crash,
killing his three best friends, Mars, Eli, and Blake. He
cannot stop blaming himself and could face a criminal
investigation.

Carve the Mark Veronica Roth
On a planet where violence and vengeance rule,
everyone develops a unique currentgift. While most
benefit from their currentgifts, Akos and Cyra do
not - their gifts make them vulnerable to others'
control.

The Witch's Tears Katharine Corr,
Elizabeth Corr
Teenager Merry is still struggling with her witchcraft
tutorials, missing Jack, and is worried about her
brother Leo. When handsome young Ronan moves
in both Merry and Leo are intrigued, but should they
– can they – trust a wizard?

Black Moon L. A. Weatherly
In forgotten tunnels below New Manhattan, rebels
led by Amity are plotting to overturn Kay Pierce's
brutal regime.

Lady Midnight Cassandra Clare
Emma must learn to trust her head and her heart as
she investigates a demonic plot that stretches across
Los Angeles, from the Sunset Strip to the beaches of
Santa Monica.

Heartless Marissa Meyer
Before she became the Queen of Hearts of
Wonderland Catherine was a girl who aspired to
open a bakery and fall in love.

Waiting for Callback: Take Two
Perdita Cargill, Honor Cargill
15-year old Elektra, eager thespian and newly signed
up with a theatrical agent.

Optimists Die First Susin Nielsen
Because of terrible anxiety, after the tragic death of
her sister, Petula’s been signed up to a youth art
therapy group which is where she meets Jacob.

Tilt Mary Hoffman
Netta is last in the line of a great family of
Renaissance sculptors and stone-carvers. She sets
out to take up her legacy and work on fixing the
city's leaning tower.

Waking in Time Angie Stanton
Still shaken by her beloved grandmother’s dying
request to find the baby, Abbi goes to start her first
year at uni. But on her second day, she wakes up to
1983.

Knife Edge Robert Swindells
14 year old Sam's convinced a blade is the only way to
keep the Sharks off his back.

Wild Lily K. M. Peyton
Antony is a reckless 17 year old, born into a wealthy
1920s family, obsessed with flying. He is loved from
afar by Lily, whose background is very different.

The Memory Book Lara Avery
Sammie’s starts a diary after being diagnosed with
Niemann-Pick Type C (a form of dementia that will erase
her memory). Being a straight A student whose memory
has always been her “golden ticket”, she jokes that this
is “the only C I’ve ever gotten, but this is serious.

We Come Apart Sarah Crossan and
Brian Conaghan
English Jess and Nicu, newly arrived from Romania,
meet on a programme for young offenders and
secretly, necessarily without the knowledge of
friends and family, become close.

Gone Wild Robert Muchamore
Rock Wars, is now at the halfway mark and only six
bands remain. Singer Summer has to get herself back
on track after being hit by a motorbike. And cocky
Theo’s spending more time mixing with (and winding
up) moviemakers at film premieres.

Sputnik's Guide to Life on Earth Frank
Cottrell Boyce
Prez opened the door to Sputnik, an alien – in a kilt – but
everyone else sees a dog. Together they have some
amazing adventures and break a lot of laws, including
some of the laws of physics, but in the process they save
the world, and reunite Prez with his grandfather.

Unconventional Maggie Harcourt
Lexi, meets a seemingly smug individual that turns out to
be Hayden Swift, the 19-year-old author of a novel she
utterly adores. How can the creator of a fictional world
she loves so much be this infuriating in real life?!

All About Mia Lisa Williamson

Mia is wild and daring, great with hair and selfies, and
the undisputed leader of her friends - not attributes
appreciated by her parents or teachers.

Mortal Helen Dennis
If Jed can't complete his quest within a year, he will
die. If he can, he will become immortal.

Close Your Eyes Nicci Cloke
At the start of Year 11, when the group befriend the
new boy, Elijah, things start to change.

The House of Mountfathom Nigel
McDowell

Luke Mountfathom’ parents are the keepers of
the House of Mountfathom, a stately home
where the wrong door could take you to a far
away land, and strange animals appear to stalk
the grounds at midnight.

Do you need more ideas?
Mrs Clarke can suggest others.
Buying suggestions also welcome.

Suggestions for 16 year olds

Reign Of Shadows Sophie Jordan
17 years ago, an eclipse cloaked the kingdom in
perpetual darkness. In the chaos, an evil chancellor
murdered the king and queen and seized their
throne. Luna, Relhok's lost princess, has been in
hiding ever since.

Blacklist Alyson Noel
Layla is receiving mysterious anonymous messages,
Aster faces a looming murder trial and Tommy is
retracing his steps as the last person who Madison
saw alive.

The Lost Girl Of Astor Street Stephanie
Morrill
When her best friend vanishes, 18-year-old Piper
takes on the role of amateur sleuth in an attempt to
solve the mystery of Lydia's disappearance.

Afar Leila Del Duca
Boetema is tasked with figuring out why she dreams
she's in other people's bodies, and in doing so, makes
matters worse on a planet hundreds of light years
away.

Amy, Chelsea, Stacie, Dee Mary
G. Thompson
Cousins Amy and Dee were kidnapped by a stranger
as children. Now, sixteen-year-old Amy is back with
her parents. Dressed in purple and clutching a plastic
doll, she refuses to answer questions.

Fir Sharon Gosling
Moving from Stockholm to an isolated pine
plantation in northern Sweden is bad enough, but
when the snows come early and all links between
the Strombergs and the outside world are cut off, it
gets worse.

Ariadnis Josh Martin
Aula was born in Athenas, City of the Nine Pillars;
she’s never met Joomia, who was born in Metis, City
of the Nine Trees. They are the Chosen Ones,
destined on their 18th birthdays to enter the realm
of Ariadnis

The Jungle Pooja Puri
Mico has left his family, his home, his future, in
search of a better life. Instead he finds himself in the
Jungle, one of the many 'unaccompanied children' in
the Calais refugee camp.

The Girl From Everywhere Heidi Heilig
16-year-old Nix Song, her father and their crew of
time refugees travel the world aboard The
Temptation, a pirate ship. Old maps allow Nix and
her father to navigate to distant times

Ten Thousand Skies Above You
Claudia Gray
Marguerite races through various dimensions to save
the boy she loves. The hunt for each splinter of
Paul's soul sends Marguerite racing through a wartorn San Francisco, the criminal underworld of New
York City, and a glittering Paris, where another
Marguerite hides a shocking secret.

The Dark Days Pact Alison Goodman
Having decided to join the charismatic Lord Carlston
in the Dark Days Club as a Reclaimer, Lady Helen is
undergoing training in Brighton during the summer
season.

The Secret Of A Heart Note Stacey Lee
Mimosa, a teen aroma-expert uses her extra
sensitive sense of smell to help others fall in love,
while protecting her own heart at all costs.

Juba! : A Novel Walter Myers
Based on the life of a real dancer known as Master
Juba, who lived in the nineteenth century

Mirror Image Trish Moran
15-year-old Stella runs away from home finds a
group of teenagers living in a hidden camp. They are
the Labs – escaped clones secretly made to replace
the body parts or attributes of the rich.

Dramarama Emily Jenkins and Emily
Lockhart
Sadye has her talents set on Wildewood's prestigious
theatre summer camp. And with her best friend
Demi - a flamboyant falsetto, who is equally thrilled
to be leaving their small town.

Wayfarer Alexandra Bracken
Etta is stranded in time and separated from the boy
she loves. At the mercy of a family she once thought
her enemy,

Corruption Jessica Shirvington
How do you live with yourself when you've deceived
the one you love? How do you move on when the
person you've been fighting to save betrays you?

The Stranger Game Cylin Busby
When Nico Morris's older sister mysteriously
disappears, her parents, family, and friends are
devastated.

Margot & Me Juno Dawson
Fliss's mum needs to recuperate from a long illness,
so they both move to the countryside to live with
Margot, Fliss's bullying grandmother. When Fliss finds
Margot's wartime diary, she sees an opportunity to
get her own back.

As Red As Blood Salla Simukka
Seventeen-year-old Lumikki lives by herself in the
city of Tampere, Finland, and has a firm rule to mind
her own business. Until she happens upon five
hundred washed euro notes hanging up to dry in her
school's darkroom.

So Much To Tell You John Marsden
Literally scarred by her past, Marina has withdrawn
into silence. When at her new boarding school, she
is set the task of writing a diary, she finds a way of
expressing her thoughts and feelings and of exploring
the traumatic events of her past.

Bone Gap Laura Ruby
Everyone knows Bone Gap is full of gaps - gaps to
trip you up, gaps to slide through so you can
disappear forever. So when young, beautiful Roza
goes missing, the people of Bone Gap aren't
surprised.

RoseBlood Anita G Howard
Rune Germaine moves to a boarding school outside
of Paris, only to discover that at this opera-houseturned-music-conservatory, phantoms really do
exist.

Frogkisser! A Magical Romp of a Fairytale
Garth Nix
Princess Anya and her loyal dog, embark on a quest
for a reversal lip balm, needed to change a frog back
to a prince.

Defy the Stars Claudia Gray
The citizens of Genesis are rising up - they know
that Earth's settlers will only destroy the planet the
way they destroyed their own. When Noemi, a
young soldier, meets Abel, one of Earth's mech
warriors, she realizes that Abel himself may provide
the key to Genesis' salvation.

Do you need more ideas?
Mrs Clarke can suggest others.
Buying suggestions also welcome.

